Short template amplicon and multiplex megaprimer-enabled relay (STAMMER) sequencing, a simultaneous approach to higher throughput sequence-based typing of polymorphic genes.
Sequence-based typing (SBT) is a powerful method of genotyping in highly polymorphic gene systems. In standard SBT methods, both strands of a double-stranded template amplicon are sequenced in separate reactions in order to achieve high quality data across the region of interest. The amount of informative data that is obtained from the second strand sequence is often low, whilst the impact of performing second strand sequencing on costs and throughput are significant. Here we present short template amplicon and multiplex megaprimer-enabled relay (STAMMER) sequencing, a novel simultaneous sequence-based typing methodology that allows the detection of any practical amount of useful sequence from a plurality of distinct polymerase chain reaction products in a single sequencing reaction. In addition to simultaneous bidirectional sequencing, we show how the STAMMER approach can be used to simultaneously sequence a number of regions of interest that are not physically linked within the range of a single sequencing reaction. The efficiencies of this method could impact significantly on the output of SBT laboratories.